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The carrier-induced refractive index in quantum dot~QD! structures due to optical transitions from
QD levels to continuum states is considered. It is shown that, for large photon energies, the
refractive index change is given asymptotically by the Drude formula. Calculations of the linewidth
enhancement factor,a, show thata;1 due to this contribution to the total refractive index.
Furthermore, for highly localized QD states, the absorption coefficient at the photon energies
;0.8–1.0 eV due to these transitions can be on the order of 103 m21. © 2004 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1639933#

Carrier-induced refractive index changes can strongly in-
fluence characteristics of semiconductor laser and amplifiers,
such as spectral linewidth, wavelength chirping, mode com-
petition, and beam filamentation.1–5 In bulk and quantum
well ~QW! devices, the index changeh includes an anoma-
lous dispersion componenth res due to interband resonant
transitions and a ‘‘free carrier’’ componenth free, originating
from intraband transitions@see Fig. 1~a!#:

h5h~v,n!5h res~v,n!1h free~v,n!'C~v!•n, ~1!

wherev is the probe frequency andn the carrier density. The
dependence of the refractive index on the carrier density is
often characterized by the linewidth enhancement~a-! factor
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wheregn5]g/]n is the differential gain, andC5]h/]n is
the differential refractive index. In bulk and QW semicon-
ductors, this free carrier component has been studied
experimentally,6 and is well described by Drude’s model for
the refractive index of a free carrier plasma.6

The carrier-induced refractive index in quantum dot
~QD! structures and correspondinga factor are presently un-
der intensive experimental study.7–10 Measured values are
usually associated only with the resonant refractive index
calculated by considering ‘‘interband’’ transitions between
the electron and hole QD levels@dashed line in Fig.
1~b!#.11–13As shown in Ref. 11, these interband transitions in
QDs can lead to thea factor being zero or even negative, in
contrast to the positivea values in bulk and QW devices.
However, a wide range of experiments has reported positive
a factors;1–28,12 in QD devices. In Ref. 12, these results

have been attributed to the effect of inhomogeneous broad-
ening on the refractive index. In this letter, we consider a
different mechanism, which can also lead to positivea factor
;1.

We present model calculations of the refractive index
hdc due the transitions between a discrete QD level and a
continuum of states above the QD@Fig. 1~b!#. This index can
be considered as an analog of the free carrier component
h free in bulk or QW devices. We give a general formula for
hdc, and evaluate it using model carrier wave functions. At
large photon energies, this formula tends asymptotically to
Drude’s formula. At low photon energies, we find significant
deviations from the Drude model, even resulting in positive
index changes. From the Kramers–Kronig dispersion rela-
tions we can relatehdc to the absorption coefficient of pho-
tons due to these ‘‘ionizing’’ transitions.

We consider the interaction of QD carriers with an elec-
tromagnetic wave propagating in the waveguide of a QD
laser or amplifier. The vector potential of the field isA(t)
5(2 iE0 /v)• exp(2ivt)1c.c., and the electric field,E0 , is
polarized along thez axis. The carrier-photon interaction
Hamiltonian isV̂52eA(t)p̂/m, wherep̂52 i\¹, with e as
the charge andm as the mass of the carrier. Using the density

a!Also at: P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Leninsky pr. 53, 117924 Mos-
cow, Russia; electronic mail: alexusk@sci.lebedev.ru

b!Also at: A. F. Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, Politekhnicheskaya 26,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia.

FIG. 1. Band structure of bulk~a! and QD~b! semiconductor with interband
~dash! and intraband transitions~solid!. Intraband transitions are shown only
for electrons.
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matrix approach, the induced polarization due to transitions
between a bound stateu0& in a QD and a stateuk& in the
continuum@see Fig. 2~b!# is given by

p0k5e2r0 /~mv2!•r0k~E0 .¹k0!•2Dk0~v!•e2 ivt, ~3!

where

Dk0~v!5v/2b~v2vk01 ig2!211~v1vk01 ig2!21c;
~4!

vk05(Ek2E0)/\ is the transition frequency;Ek andE0 are
the energies of the statesuk& and u0&, respectively; g2

51/T2 , whereT2 is the dephasing time for the transition;
andr0 is the population of the QD levelu0&. In the derivation
of Eq. ~3! we neglect the population of the stateuk& in com-
parison with r0 @we assume the energy difference (Ek

2E0) is much larger than the thermal energykBT in the
structure#. In Eq. ~3!, r0k5^0ur uk& and ¹k05^ku¹u0&. The
induced polarization per unit volume is given by

P5P0e2 ivt52ND
~3D!

•(
k

p0k , ~5!

whereND
(3D) is the average three-dimensional~3D! QD den-

sity in the waveguide. If the QD laser hasl QD layers with
sheet densityND , we haveND

(3D)5 lND /tw where tw is the
effective optical thickness of the waveguide. The factor of 2
in Eq. ~5! is due to the spin degeneracy of the ground QD
level u0&. Using the relationP05«0xE0 between the polar-
ization P0 along thez axis and the electric field amplitude
E0 , we have for the susceptibilityxdc along thez axis due to
the discrete-continuum transitions

xdc52e2n/~«0mv2!•S, ~6!

wheren5r0•2ND
(3D) is the carrier density in stateu0& in the

QDs. The factorS is given by

S5S~v!52(
k

zk0~]/]z!0kDk0~v!. ~7!

The corresponding refractive indexhdc is expressed through
the real part of the susceptibility

hdc5
Re@xdc#

2hbg
5hDrudeSRe5CDrudenSRe5Cdc•n, ~8!

wherehbg is the background refractive index,SRe is the real
part of the factor S, and hDrude52e2n/(2hbg«0mv2)
5CDruden is the refractive index given by Drude model of a
free carrier plasma.6 Later we use Eqs.~6!–~8! to calculate
the differential refractive indexCdc5CDrude•SRe, and com-
pare it with the differential refractive indexCDrude5
2e2/(2hbg«0mv2) predicted by Drude’s formula.

From Eqs. ~6!–~7!, the absorption coefficient isb
5b(v)5Im@xdc#v/(chbg)5sdc•n with the absorption
cross section

sdc5
e2

chbg«0m
•(

k
zk0~]/]z!0k

g2

~v2vk0!21g2
2 . ~9!

Later we calculate the cross section in the limitg2→0.
In the numerical calculations, we make the following

approximations. We take into accountonly the statesuk& in a
3D continuum in the sum in Eq.~7!, i.e., we neglect the
two-dimensional wetting layer states. The 3D statesuk& are
approximated by plane waves:uk&→uk&5V21/2exp(ikr ),
wherek is the 3D wave vector,V is the normalization vol-
ume; andEk5\2k2/2m. Finally, the wave function of the
ground QD state is approximated asu0&5p23/2a22b21

• exp@2(x821y82)/2a22z82/2b2#;14 the axisz8 is along the
growth direction, and thex8 andy8 axes lie in the plane of
the QD layers. Later, we assumea52b. We consider two
different polarizations of the electric fieldE: TM polariza-
tion, when thez axis of the electric field polarization coin-
cides with the growth directionz8, and TE polarization,
when thez axis is in the plane of QD layers.

Using the one-band model described here, we have cal-
culated the differential indexCdc(e) due to electron transi-
tions ~the electron mass isme50.067•m0 , m0 is the free
electron mass! and the differential indexCdc(h) due to hole
transitions~the hole mass ismh50.34•m0). This one-band
model should be a good approximation for the electrons, but
is likely to underestimate the hole contribution,Cdc(h) , be-
cause it ignores intervalence band absorption, which is gen-
erally a significant absorption pathway below 0.8 eV in in-
terband lasers.15

FIG. 2. Spectra of the differential refractive indexCdc(e) ~solid curves! and
the absorption cross-sectionse ~dot-dash curves! due electron transitions
from QD level to continuum for TE polarization~thick curves! and TM
polarization ~thin curves!. The refractive index from Drude’s model is
shown by the dotted curve.
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The solid curves in Fig. 2 represent the differential re-
fractive indexCdc(e) as a function of the photon energyE
5\v. The thick and thin solid lines correspond to the TE
and TM polarizations, respectively, and the dotted curve
is the Drude differential index, CDrude(e)5
2e2/(2hbg«0mev

2). As photon energyE increases, and the
probe frequencyv becomes much larger than the character-
istic oscillation frequencyv0;p2\/2mReff

2 of the QD carri-
ers@Reff5(a2b)1/3 is the effective ‘‘radius’’ of the wave func-
tion#, the calculated refractive index approaches the value
given by Drude’s formula. For QDs withb51.5, 2 nm,
Cdc(e) is already well approximated by Drude’s formula al-
ready at photon energies;0.8–1.0 eV. At low photon ener-
gies (v;v0), the coefficientCdc(e) deviates from Drude’s
formula, and can be even positive, resulting in a negativea
factor @see Eq.~2!#. For QDs with tightly confined carriers
(b51 nm), deviation from Drude’s formula is clearly ob-
served forE;0.8– 1.0 eV. This asymptotic behavior at large
photon energiesE corresponds to neglectingvk0 andg2 in
comparison withv in Eq. ~4!, so thatDa0(v)'1 andSRe

52(a za0(]/]z)0a . Since the plane wavesuk& form a complete
set, we have the identitySRe52(kzk0(]/]z)0k[1, the oscillator
strength sum rule of Thomas–Reich–Kuhn.

The differential refractive indexCdc(h) due hole transi-
tions has a similar behavior toCdc(e) in the one-band model
we are using, albeit with values ofCdc(h) are smaller than
Cdc(e) , and approach Drude’s formula at lower frequencies,
since the hole mass is larger than the electron mass. The
electron and hole contributions are added to each other in the
refractive indexhdc, so that if populations of electron and
hole QD levels are identical, the refractive indexhdc

5@Cdc(e)1Cdc(h)#•n5Cdc•n. Our one-band calculations
give for the total differential index Cdc;2(5 – 7)
310227 m3 for photon energies;0.8–1 eV. For compari-
son, the total differential index~interband transitions plus
‘‘plasma effect’’! in bulk structures is22310226 m3.5 We
expect that a more accurate multiband model, including in-
tervalence band absorption, may significantly increaseCdc(h)

~andCdc) both in the QDs studied here, and also in QW and
bulk structures. Further calculations are now in progress to
test this hypothesis. Using the value ofCdc, calculated ear-
lier, and assuming that the differential gaingn;1
310219 m2,16 we can estimate from Eq.~2! the contribution
adc from the discrete-continuum transitions into thea pa-
rameter asadc;1 – 2. Thus, in experimentally observed val-
ues ofa;2, the contributionadc can be a substantial part.

Dash-dot curves in Fig. 2 show the cross-sectionsdc(e)

due to electron transitions. For TE polarization~thick
curves!, the cross-sectionsdc(e) is larger than for TM~thin
ones!, because for TE polarization the characteristic dipole

moment of carriers in the dot is given by the size 2a, which
is assumed to be larger than the size 2b, the dipole moment
for TM polarization. The maximum ofsdc(e) takes place at
v;v0 , and shifts to low photon energies for larger QDs. In
Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, the cross section is;10220 m2 at E
;0.8– 1.0 eV, Assuming the carrier densityn;1023 m22,
we obtain an estimate for the absorption coefficient ofb
;103 m21 which can be substantial for QD lasers. For
larger QD (a.5 nm,b.2.5 nm), the absorption atE
;0.8– 1 eV becomes negligible~,100 m21!.

In conclusion, we have shown that optical transitions
from QD levels to continuum states leads to carrier-induced
refractive index changes, and can result ina factors;1. At
high photon energies, the refractive index is given approxi-
mately by Drude’s formula, while for tightly confined carri-
ers, the corresponding absorption coefficient due to the ion-
ization processes can be;103 m21.
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